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Abstract

This consultancy report was prepared as a strategic consultant for Green Valley Hyper Market to make a change through organizational transformation by using the performance gap analysis and to propose the implementation plan to implement the transformational change. The customers are not satisfied with the long queues and wasting lots of time for checkout. The company is losing its daily sale targets, as customers are frustrated to wait long for them to get to the cashier checkout. Using European Foundation for Quality Management excellence model key area were discussed to find the gap and make the proposal for the Green Valley Hyper Market to make their company position better in front of their competitors. The proposal has been made for the Green Valley Hyper Market to retain their existing customers and develop competitive advantages over other retailer in the market. The proposal implementation is totally based on transforming the current practice and give company gaining the strategic objectives they are looking for. The massive gap will be created with the valued customers, if they will not implement the transformational change that will shed away the company name and repute.
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Company introduction

Green Valley is the project of Bahria Town Pakistan and the stores location are at the most favorite and prestigious place from the customer point of view and ideal for the people who want to have the best place to shop under one roof. The specialty of the Green Valley Hyper Market is the consultant who has made Waitrose and Spinneys has designed this stores with state of the art environment. The shoppers who have the experience of the western world feels comfortable to find almost all the international brands stuff and commodities. The great range of variety of products with the competitive price range and in comparison, it can easily overshadow the supermarkets and hyper stores with the unique and dynamic layout.

In Pakistan this is the first ever-big grocery store with the variety of product with biggest brand names and reasonable price. To be more customers centric the prices are changed on weekly basis to give price benefits to the customers to gain their loyalty towards the brand. The shelves offer the discounts with the price commitment promise.

The easy configuration on aisles makes customer easy and convenient to find the stuff with all the imported products and the different section in the Green Valley Hyper Market includes:

- Perfumes and cosmetic section
- Bakery section
- Toys section
- Home appliances section
- Juices and hot food corner
- Fishery and Butchery section
- Cutlery and crockery section.

The Green Valley Hyper Market environment is shopping as well as place for enjoyment with kids playing areas. This store brings life in the super stores category in Pakistan and gives strong feeling for the greater retail sector. Now they are in planning phase to cover every city of Pakistan with the advance structure for shopping.

Terms of references

Keeping in view the organizational transformation as a role of a consultant this report is prepared keeping the aspect of organizational transformation. The requirement of this consultancy reports achieved through following objectives.

1. Current status of the company to be identified through organizational transformation.
2. Making organizational proposal for the transformation by justifiable solutions.
3. The organizational transformation proposal to be implement by taking the top management into account with the help of leadership skills.

To achieve Green Valley Hyper Market objectives mentioned above for this consultancy report. Following structure were applied and engrossed.
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1. Current situation analysis critically reviewed through gap analysis.
2. Company current shortfalls and expectations to be achieved through organizational transformation.
3. Proposal for the organizational transformation and implementing change.
5. Risk if company will not implement and accept the organizational transformation proposal (Table 1).

Leaders with the people of organization reinforce a culture
- Leaders of Green Valley should inspire people through their behaviors and actions and create a culture of involvement.
- Encourage transformation, organizational development and innovation and to generate new ideas promote culture that’s supports their thinking.

Leader ensure the change should be manage effectively
- Through structured project management effectively manage transformation and change and focused improvement process
- Leaders for generating ideas should use structured approach.

Strategy based on capabilities and internal performance
- Customer’s focus should be part of strategy and to achieve the strategic milestone identify development area of need.
- Based on the performance comparison establish targets and strategic goals.

Organization's strategy supported by people, knowledge and involvement
- To achieve the strategic goals clearly defined performance levels required for the people
- To maximize the contribution, ensure their people are competent.
- To grasp the potential of the people, align team and personal objectives.
- To improve the effectiveness of teamwork develops a culture through value chain.

Partners, technology and information
- For transformation, innovation and creativity to support culture use technology.
- Use collective knowledge and establish approach for generating innovation and ideas.
- Maximize the advantages through transforming the ideas into reality.
- To achieve mutual benefits, work together.

Product and services
- For the customers create value by innovative products and services.
- For the feedback do customer survey and market research for improvement in services and product.
- Change and transformation should be in line with existing customer potential group.
- In order to maximize customers value generation with relevant benchmark compare the performance.
- Continually monitor customer’s experiences and make appropriate changes.

Customers results
- With the above action the company will see improvement in customers behaviors and attitude.
- Customers satisfaction.

Business results
- The performance indicators like financial and non-financial will be improve by this action.

Literature Review
Organizational transformation
Organizational transformation is a complex and challenging task for building the understanding for the radical change. The use of same words and terms in different way is confusing as used in literature of strategic change, academics and used by business consultants and executives. To clear the terminology difference, it is very important and must. The revolutionary and evolutionary two major change types does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objectives</th>
<th>Current Standing</th>
<th>GAP/deficiency</th>
<th>Action Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To listen and respond to the voice of the customer and give more importance.</td>
<td>In the retail sector to become customers and consumers 1st choice.</td>
<td>Due to good customer base long boring customer queues.</td>
<td>In the growing technology era use and enhance new technology and do transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To create the best supermarket with all the products at best offering price anywhere else.</td>
<td>To offer the endless choice and highest quality products for the customers at reasonable price.</td>
<td>Limited checkout tills with limited staff for the assistance of the customers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To focus and work hard with energy and positive attitude and urgency.</td>
<td>The internal décor is the world class ambiance for the customer to shop.</td>
<td>No self-checkout tills.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For excellence in everything and to have a passion of undying.</td>
<td>The employees on the floor are very efficient and cooperative unlike Asian culture.</td>
<td>The customers with less items has to wait for long and that makes a big congestion which cause delay in services for other customers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To make the customers happy to gain good profit margin.</td>
<td>Management is giving customer, suppliers and employees full weightage.</td>
<td>Customers are making worst comments from services point of view on social media making bad image and this way sale is badly affecting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Company performance gap analysis.
Second-order planned change is also mentioned in transformation [2,5]. As the difficulties of an organization can easily be handled and plan for implementation and required change. In relation to the change in level of organizational transformation differences are there to be made and the impact on corporate level of the organization on the business and individual. The expected organizational transformation outcomes also include the last distinction. Improving the effectiveness of the organization by competitive advantages, survival of the organization and the gaining of the market share could include as the key drivers. The strategy of change must reflect the outcome if an organization wants to achieve the transformation is very important for its success.

The desires to move from a business model and the existing state is driven by the organizational transformation where desired results are not achieved to a completely new improve business model and new state [6,7]. Each effort of radical change is focused by the vision or new state, i.e., and to reach the vision an effort is required for each change, which is planned and executed [8]. Failure of many change programs, are widely accepted [9-14] and the organizational effectiveness, would be enhanced by the effective change management. Many of them are made of better way to manage change [15,16], including many arguments by the large body of work unless the organizational readiness is not there for the adoption of the change there is not point for the desired change [17]. The argument also contribute is this paper literature that in the complex situation where not only change is required in term of readiness but also the capacity of the organization which need change is also cater for.

EFQM excellence model

The European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) is the framework in the intensified global market and focus on the importance of quality through development awareness (Figure 1) [18]. Through deployment of process and to support organizational business and for continuous improvement. In the excellence performance the EFQM model important assumption is (e.g., people, customers, key performance and society) and five enablers derived these assumptions (e.g., people, strategy policy, leadership, resource, and processes). In different way this EFQM excellence model can be used. (1) As a self-assessment tool (2) With other organizations as a way of benchmark (3) Used as a guide to identify improvement area (4) Organization’s management system structure [19]. As per author the EFQM is useful for every organization and for any problem area it’s a best tool to find out the current situation and gives the solution for the future.

Gap Analysis

Revising the corporate objectives is the gap analysis first step. The upward revision of the objectives happens when the business expected outcomes exceeds the aspiration. The objectives can be revised downward if the business possible performance aspiration exceed [20]. With the help of this the author suggest that after finding the actual gap this will make the company strategic objective more clear and well define what exactly need transformation.

Organizational transformation emergence

The era when the business environments were stable than the incremental change occurred as noted by Dunphy and Stace [3]. The organizations major revolutionary changes described, and the program designed in 1980s and 1990s as emerged and described in literature. As Dunphy and Stace [3] describes under the business condition of widespread recession and economic restructuring organizational transformation arose on large scale. The arguments of some authors in the literature some says organizational development is due to extension of organizational transformation while the other says in its own rights the new discipline is represented by the organizational transformation.

Transformation of industry

To remain competitive, we have witnessed in the early 21st century business environment in the industries were disruptive and rapid change of product and to speed up their cycle of strategy with the organizations under pressure [21]. Hofer [22] suggested that before an explicit investigation is carried out when a strategic turn around starts in the industry involved and its condition specially in particular its competitive structure and stage of evolution. At times when such strategic changes within an industry are abounds for such analysis reasoning are there.

In an organization the role of learning

In a strategic organizational transformation, the learning or learning an organization plays an important role as emphasized by many others [23]. The way of generating change and learning for an organization there is a need for new style and way of thinking as the concept of learning a company is confirmed by Tosey [24]. It is impossible according to the above authors, that without becoming a learning
organization it is difficult to adapt successfully and continuously to the organization ever changing environment. For that the center of focus as strategic objective the knowledge management and innovation is must [23] furthermore, for the organization changing environment the survival of an organization the fundamental prerequisite is the ability of an organization to adapt and change which is the core of the learning [25] nevertheless, the change inspired learning and the rationale for learning is represented by the rapid change in the organizational environment and as a phenomenon one might agree to that can of change.

Leadership role

Beeby and Simpson [26] confirm that from the top manages the transformational change. The changing goals and clear picture must be known to the employees of the organization, which can only be affected when the organization clear vision and objective is shared, by the employee and the management. The author also described that from the cohesive and committed team, the higher-ups points out that work being facilitate by unified and visible leadership where the involvement of risk taking between the team members and the confirmation of climate of openness by Schneider and Goldwasser [27].

Organization transformational leadership

In an organization the managers experienced the contrast in leadership behavior and style as observed by De Wit and Meyer [28]. They also noted that very few great leaders are present and many of the organizations the head of the business unit and the CEO gets mere mortals and in a very human way they practice strategic change. This argument is supported by Tichy and Devanna [29] that the organizational change levers focused, by the consultants and the managers are very restricted and the limited practices of contemporary change management are observed [30]. Thus, they employ the same change levers regardless of the grave nature of the problem that they feel comfortable rather than the use of change levers with the success of business with highest probability.

Organizational readiness

In the recent years many organizations have implemented the change and magnitude whose importance has considerably increased [11,31]. To generate value and effectiveness and improvement of the organization such changes are targeted and taken into consideration [32,33], the challenging environment can be handled by enabling a basic goal of an organization [16]. The organization change process is considered to be a continuous process rather than one state to another state movement, yet the rate of change initiatives is 70% of the failure and unsuccessfulness despite of change prevalence in the organization is widely accepted [9-14].

In different ways the term organizational change readiness is used [34,35]. The term refers to necessity of change initiatives and its successful implementation as referred by some authors whereas, other belief in the change benefits by the employees. Choi and Rouna [34] nevertheless, noted that common understandings on most of the definitions are agreed in relation to the organizational change readiness, and the individual evaluation is involved for making the successful changes and organizational capacity the organization gets the benefits from the need for change the members of the organization may also gain from this change.

Customer satisfaction

What the customer’s experiences the failure or success is determine by the employee satisfaction [36]. Many research studies have confirmed that the relationship between the customer and employee satisfaction is the clear reciprocal [37,38]. This gives the suggestion that the employees are the internal customers of an organization, and through the employees’ satisfaction performance the customers’ needs will be able to meet.

The customers service and satisfaction effects by the employee satisfaction is identifies as following [36-39].

- In determining the quality of service, the important factor is the employee satisfaction.
- The continuous quality improvement process is committed by satisfied employees.
- For delivering the quality services they are more committed.
- The customers retention and satisfaction chances will be more by higher the degree of satisfaction of an employee. Furthermore, Vilares and Coelho [39], conducted a study in which they found that perceived satisfaction of employee, perceived loyalty of an employee and the impact of product and services quality is by perceived employee commitment and dedication.

The several explanations, literature offers for why satisfaction of employees affects the satisfaction of the customers according to Bulgarella [40].

- To give respond to the needs and customers goal the employees develop more awareness and in a better position who interact with customers.
- Motivated employees are those whom are satisfied employee that is why to deliver care to customers they have motivational resources.
- Satisfied employee with resources and responsibility meets and understands customer’s demands and needs in other words they are empowered employees.
- To render satisfactory services the energy level of satisfied employee is very high and the positive reflection is more obvious [36-43].

There is a suggestion that these interactional justice components in terms of interpersonal treatment and quality provided in exchange has more influence on customer’s satisfaction. According to this point of view, satisfied employee delivers well as they experience interactional justice; in addition, to show empathy the satisfied employees have enough resources full of emotions, respect and other persons concern.

Research Future Perspectives

The need for the radical change gap has been identified based on the concept of transformation. Since the business practices in Pakistan are on the orthodox style and focusing generally on business development. A research gap has been identifies for the Green Valley Hyper market by doing organizational transformation and use of technology to make the company more progressive. The gap mentioned for the Green Valley Hyper Market with regards to Pakistan context the customers feel low-level satisfaction. As the company looks for bigger market share and become the blue ocean in their field. It is suggested that’s to assist the new customers the expert supervisor from the maiden till evening should be positioned, at the self-checkout to avoid any delay cause by
new users. Time to time up gradation of the self-checkout system is necessary to avoid any errors and become more users friendly.

**Conceptual Framework of Transformation for Green Valley Hyper Market**

**Managing organizational transformation**

Green Valley Hyper Market will be confronted by this substantial change throughout the branches by implementing and introducing self-service check out system. The transition to desired state from the current state only occurs by organizational transformation. The transformation should be handled so technically that minimum resistance should be from the employees and transformation efforts should be maximize. Therefore, the process Green Valley Hyper Market will use to implement the self-check out system the objective of this consultancy report will revolve around that (Figure 2).

The push for transformation comes from top managers and employees at lower level which force the inside pressures to the company. And the technology change will be the outside pressure. For the Green valley Hyper Market bringing the transformational change the internal factors play vital role.

To describe the difference between a performance of which it is capable and the company’s actual performance the "performance gap" author uses this term. The resistance from the employees fails the change effort. The set of objective Green Valley Hyper Market should developed is customer satisfaction, increment in sale and cost effectiveness before implementing the transformational change.

**Areas of organizational transformation**

Three stages where Green Valley Hyper Market should make a strategic change:

1. When they realize for the company’s situation, current strategy is no more suitable.
2. For the future directions and establish a vision.
3. Setting new system to support and implement the transformational change.

**Drivers of organizational transformation**

The major drivers for the Green Valley Hyper Market transformational change will be the new customers service and new technology implementation. The company may face new market and competitors by using this new service.

Additionally, by changing product or service the organization may face new competitors or new markets. The new change in the technology will change the working condition. The interaction of different forces will cause these changes and are classified as following:

**Internal drivers**

Internal drivers come from the organizational behavior analysis that’s is why there is a need of technology adaption and changing the company strategy.

![Figure 2: Conceptual framework of transformation for green valley hyper market.](image-url)
Drivers of transformation in green valley

The drivers, which will trigger the transformational process, in the company will be discussed below:

**Creation of value for customer:** To retain the existing customers as part of Green Valley Hyper Market strategy, the company should focus on creating more customers value, by implementing the self-check out system to give customers better exciting experience.

**Fast growing customer base:** The fast growing customer base is the success factor for Green Valley Hyper Market. To ease the congestion on checkouts the self-checkout system should be implemented. With this new technology valued customers will not wait in long queues, either the customer only have purchased few items.

**Innovations of technology:** If the green Valley wants to be successful in this technology growing age the company has to make the operational efficiency effective by implementing self-checkout.

**Competition:** Green Valley Hyper Market will get the competitive advantage over its competitors after implementing self-checkout system. This will make the difference with other retailers in the market.

**Cost of labour:** To maximize the profits is every business aim. Green Valley Hyper Market by using the self-checkout system will save time and cost. For instance, for four self-checkout systems only one cashier will be required to assist the customer.

Proposed Plan for Organizational Transformation of Green Valley Hyper Market

The process of organizational transformation

For every transformational change action plan is required to give the clear picture how the change will require and will effect the organization. The basic structure for Green Valley Hyper Market will be as under:

1. To achieve the organizational goals, the course of action should be identified.
2. Authority to be designated who will drive the organizational change.
3. Identify role of individuals who will led the change process.
4. Identify the training required to enable people for the change process.

The top level of management will initiate and implement the organizational change. The top level will define and develop the solution for the problems. Once the decision will be made for the change, communicate the people who will be involve is this process. The change from the top level is the common misconception amongst the organizations. The involving people are the foundation of affected change. Top and lower levels will be jointly responsible for developing and identifying the problem and shares the responsibility of transformation. The shared responsibility will be addressed in several ways as given below:

1. To develop and gathered the information to define the problem top management should use staff groups for the solution. And in order to obtain the reaction communicate the identified solution to the lower staff groups. To modify the solution lower staff feedback will be used for the solution.
2. To develop the solution task force should be appointed by the top management to seek lower level involvement and define the problem. The final decision will be made after the recommendation provide by task force. The people part of the task force will be those who will be directly affected and have the expertise of the area of proposed change. By this involvement the group commitment to the transformation may be made deeper and more focused.

3. To develop the solution after collecting the information about the problem from all levels the composition of task force should be formed. In this approach the underlying assumption will be to develop the quality solution the people at top, middle and bottom level will be needed and at the same levels commitment must be build. This integration of transformation into work place will be the organizational success at all levels.

Transformational management objectives – green valley hyper market

To measure the organizational effectiveness before implementing the technological change Green Valley Hyper Market should devised the following developed objectives:

- A radical change in customer satisfaction.
- Cost effectiveness will be achieved.
- A substantial increase in overall sales.

The implementation process of transformation

In Green Valley Hyper Market, the self-checkout systems implementation is said to a strategic change. The way transaction process carried out the new self-checkout systems will be different from the normal checkout. The self-checkout systems do not require cashier whereas, the cashier checkout required a proper cashier to operate. The new procedure introduced, as self-checkout systems will serve customers in a different method. Without taking much of times in long queues this self-checkout system will give customers enhanced service for saving time. The self-checkout systems introduced in Green Valley Hyper Market will improve the valued customers shopping experience, and make them shop very comfortably. This will make the customer feel part of Green Valley Hyper Market. The customers after purchasing the items they want to buy from the shelves will go to self-checkout systems, and pay for the items purchased. The effect of this proposed system will be the synergy of both cashier checkout and self-checkout.

Resistance to Transformational Change

The human nature is always reactive in implementing the change and it’s a critical factor for the transformational change for implementation. Sometime, the strict transformation structured ignores the ingrained transformational change human resistance. The people who will be affected by this transformational change will be spending more time in wasting energies in figuring out the alternative for the change where they can easily survive. Sometimes, this reaction of change is overlook or forgets by the managers. The organizational transformation effective strategies involve human being behavior understanding in the work force.

Resistance management at green valley hyper market

If Green Valley Hyper Market wants to be successful in its activities in any organization effective planning is imperative. The main task for the top management of the Green Valley Hyper Market is to figure out
in which stores they will first introduce the self-checkout system. As the new system has the demo function and its user friendly for the new user, how to operate, but still the management at Green Valley Hyper Market has to train the person who will be assisting the customers for using the new self-checkout systems. Due to human nature the will, feel insecure for losing their job because of this new self-checkout system. It’s the prime obligation of the Green Valley management to make the cashier understand the purpose of this new technology and the potential benefit it will give to the organization and customers as a whole. With the front-end leaders, the assistance will be provide assistance to customers and encourage them to use this self-checkout system. The management should get the feedback from the staff and the customers how they feel while using this service and this will help the management to take the decision to install the self-checkout system on the other Green Valley Hyper Market outlets.

In meeting green valley objectives extent to which transformation will be successful

This transformational change process will have the immense effect by implementing the self-checkout system on to the entire organization will have positive impact on the customer experience and sale of Green Valley Hyper Market. The self-checkout system major benefit to company will be as following.

Increase in revenue and sales: In this modern era of marketing where different tools can be use to help the system the major focus of almost every company is the customers, and they will only prefer to go where they will feel convenient to shop and save the time. This new technology will attract the new costumers, and this self-checkout system will help them to leave the store well in time.

Cost effectiveness: This new technology will help to reduce the cost of the labor as this self-checkout system will be self-operated and the need of staff will be very less as compared to the cashier’s check out. However, in case of any malfunctioning a trained supervisor staff will be required to assist the value customers.

Customer satisfaction: This new self-checkout system will give good and speedy service to the prestigious customers, and the use of this technology, will improve the satisfaction level customers aspect. The good relationship with the customers will be formed with this new technology and will result in customer loyalty, which is the main motive and vision of any business.

Risk to green valley hyper market for not implementing the transformation

Following risk will be faced by the company if not implementing the transformational change:

1. The company will lose the market share if the customer satisfaction factor will be not taken into account.
2. The sale of the company will be decrease as the customers wants to avoid the long queuing and safe the time.
3. The customer loyalty will be badly affected.
4. If the company will not implement this transformation they will not reach their strategic objectives and future goals.

Conclusion

The technology has advantages as well as disadvantages, which should always be cater for as this new self-checkout will be well appreciated by the customers and the retailers likewise there are some challenges they will came across. The purchase of loose vegetables and fruit items without barcode will confuse the customer and make them frustrated if the customer doesn’t have much IT knowledge. After scanning the products if customer will not place the item in the baggage area they will need assistance of the supervisor standing there that will sometimes make the customer irritated. As a whole this new technology transformation will boost the sale and make the customers feel good while purchasing the items and will definitely safe the precious time in not standing in long queues.
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